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The Rizzo Review addresses significant and long-standing problems
in the repair, maintenance and sustainment of Navy’s amphibious
fleet

Rizzo key findings

Rizzo Reform end-state

Poor whole-of-life asset
management

Robust whole-of-life asset management and
decision making

Organisational complexity and
blurred accountabilities

Simplified organisation with clear
accountabilities and a clarified interface between
Navy and DMO

Inadequate risk management
Poor compliance and
assurance

Quantified risk appetite and holistic risk
management processes and intent embedded
across Defence and DMO

A ‘hollowed-out’ engineering
capability

Robust and comprehensive compliance and
assurance

Resource shortages in system
program offices (SPOs) in
DMO

Rebuilt and redesigned engineering function

A culture that places the shortterm operational mission above
the need for technical integrity

Sufficient trained and experienced resources in
DMO SPOs
A culture that balances short-term operational
mission needs against long-term asset
implications whilst maintaining agreed levels of
technical integrity
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Change will be seen ‘at the waterfront’ and in how
Navy engages with Defence and Government
Confidence in the
Navy

Confident and understood
funding for current and future
capability through life of type –
don’t need to go back
repeatedly for more funding

Transparent
relationship

Vacant engineering
positions filled to support
current and future
capabilities

Confident and
assured delivery of
required capability to
government
Transparent data that enables
informed decision making and
short- vs. long-term trade offs
within an agreed risk
management approach
Effective and efficient asset
lifecycle management
methodology to support whole
of life approach

Technical Integrity
Culture – no
longer ‘can do,
make do’
Ships ready to
sail when they
are required to –
not ‘scrambling’
for seaworthy
and prepared
vessels

Safer working
environment
and
environmental
compliance

The Program will adopt the Managing Successful Programs
approach, and is ready to develop the first Operating Model
Reputation with Govt
Collins

Policy
Rizzo
Strategy
Helmsman Vision

We are here
Mandate
Case for
change

Identify the
programme

SRP – Smart
Sustainment

And here

Strategies  Plans
The Business Case

Define the
programme

Manage the Tranches
Direct Work
Risks & Issues
Resources
Monitor, Control &
Report

Reports  Reviews Health
Checks

Closure
Report

Manage the tranches

Close the
programme

Deliver each Tranche
Start Projects
Engage Stakeholders
Align w Benefits, Goals
Manage &
Control
Realise Benefits
Manage transition - pre, during & post
Realise benefits, measure value
delivered
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Governance Structure

Business Change Authorities (2 Star) govern
release of change to each Force & SPO
Business Change Authorities
Individual and Collective Roles

Responsibilities
‘Gate keeping’ the change:

Head Maritime
Systems
HMS

Head Naval
Engineering

–

Agreeing on the volume and
timing of change

–

Setting priorities

–

Balancing risks

–

Driving mitigation strategies

Project 5 & 6
Project
Manager
PMC&W
Collins &
Wedgetail

Project
1&3
Project 1
Project 4
Project 4
Project 4

Head Acquisition
and Sustainment,
Reform
Division

Project 2

Chief Financial
Commander
Officer
CFODMO
Australian
DMO
Director General
Fleet
Navy
Business
DGNBG
and Governance

Demonstrating visible support for the
changes
Anticipating and resolving
stakeholder issues
Removing roadblocks, resolving
conflicts and providing resources
Provide oversight to ensure that
products are ‘ready’ to be included in
a Release
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Governance & Frameworks

The Rizzo Reform Program will be rolled out through a
coordinated and staged change approach
Engagement throughout Design
Working together collaboratively with people at the waterfront to
design and develop the content for their local solution
A Coordinated Approach
Rizzo changes will be packaged together so
personnel experience a single touch-point with the
program
Staged and Time-Bound Releases
Changes will be implemented within set time periods, so
personnel know with certainty when Rizzo changes are
happening and for how long
Embedded Change Management at the Local Level
Resources will be made to available to enable local
Business Change Managers to support change
locally and to ‘back-fill’ key roles required to support
the reform
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We are undergoing a deliberately phased journey focussed on
implementing sustainable change at the waterfront
Rizzo Reform Journey
Evolution
Current
Focus

2014+
“Build High Performance
Capability Management and
Technical Integrity ”

Aug 2012 – Dec 2013
“Build the Foundation”

Jan 2012 – Jul 2012
“Back to Basics”
July 2011 – Dec 2011
“Address Near-term
Priorities and Establish
the Program”
New policies, processes and structured
designed with implementation underway
–New ‘Whole of Life’ approach designed
–Clear plan for ageing vessels developed
–Industry partnerships strengthened
–Near-term ICT shortcomings remediated
Quantify large cost
implications, including quantify –New capability management resources
defined
and assess criticality of the
–Components of Engineering function rebuild
backlog
defined
Quick wins implemented
Initiate culture change
Maritime resourcing confirmed
Future policy and organisation
Full business case for end-state developed,
requirements determined
including the ‘high cost’ initiatives
Business case for ‘Back to
Basics” phase

Tranche 0

Tranche 1

Robust whole-of-life asset management
and decision making
Simplified organisation with clear
accountabilities and a clarified interface
between Navy and DMO
Holistic, integrated risk management
across Defence and DMO
Robust and comprehensive compliance
and assurance
Rebuilt and redesigned engineering
function
Sufficient trained and experienced
resources in DMO SPOs
Long-term ICT shortcomings remediated
A culture that balances short-term
operational mission needs against longterm asset implications and whilst
maintaining agreed levels of technical
integrity

Tranche 2

A rebuilt and redesigned
effective Maritime
Capability Management
and Technical Integrity
Assurance System that
drives seaworthiness and
preparedness
Masters of the technology
we employ – informed
user, owner, maintainer,
customer

Tranche 3
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The collaborative planning solution will impact
the Group, SPO, and Industry
Moving the discussion from …

Navy

DMO

Industry

to
Navy

DMO

Industry
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Accountability and Responsibility
Mutual Obligations
Both Navy and DMO have clear
accountabilities and responsibilities
and understand their mutual
obligations
DMO can apply a whole-of-life view of
acquisition, sustainment, operations
and disposal activity - matching
resource allocations to capability
priorities
RIZZO work in Maritime area can be
carried across to other parts of DMO
(Sustainment Business Model)

Benefits Mapping & Realisation

Embedded in all that we do is Seaworthiness Culture

Questions?

